has the potential for parallel computation in VLSI arrays. Therefore, VLSI implementations with a reasonable level of precision Performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of an innovations-based detection algorithm (IBDA) in a moving target detector (MTD) has been shown to be more efficient than traditional methods [ 11. However, the highly nonstationary environment in an MTD necessitates choosing adaptive algorithms which possess both fast adaptation and good steady-state behavior. The performance in the simulation of [ 13 showed that the Kalman filter [2] was the preferred algorithm in the IBDA. Although the Kalman filter is a theoretically optimum estimator, its computational complexity and numerical properties should be seriously considered. It is known that the computational complexity of the Kalman filter is 0 ( n 3 ) [2] , [3] , where n is the filter length.
If such large computations are executed serially (as in the case of traditional computers), the limited sampling rate will severely limit its real-time applications. Additionally, the numerical instability of the filter is one factor that should be considered in nonstationary environments. The numerical error arises from the accumulation of quantization errors in finite precision arithmetic. It affects the implementation cost by increasing the required precision and may cause the phenomenon of "divergence" [4] . Several square-root algorithms [3] were developed to address this concern. Recently, a square-root algorithm was applied to IBDA and shown to provide better performance than the conventional Kalman filter [ 5 ] . Despite superior numerical properties, both square-root algorithms and the conventional Kalman filter are numerically unstable. In addition, the computational complexity of square-root algorithms is higher than that of the conventional Kalman filter. In this correspondence, we derive an adaptive algorithm for IBDA. The algorithm has a lower computational complexity than the Kalman filter and squareroot algorithms. The new algorithm is also numerically stable and important point is that not every existing algorithm is suitable for VLSI array realization. In the literature, some VLSI arrays [7] -[ 1 I] were designed based on the square-root algorithm proposed by Paige and Saunders [ 121. The Paige and Saunders' algorithm adopts the weighted least squares approach in its derivative process and leads to the feasibility of a VLSI array realization [7] - [ll] . In this correspondence, we derive an adaptive algorithm for the IBDA based on such an approach. The specific application of the IBDA is taken into account in the derivation process to simplify the complexity and minimize numerical instability. A systolic array is designed with the iteration time being (2n + l) and the number of processing elements (PE's) being [(n2 + 3n/2], where n is the filter length. The new array presented in this correspondence outperforms those arrays derived from other design approaches [71-[111.
THE ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM FOR THE IBDA
A. The IBDA in MTD The detection of a target echo s ( j ) in the combined presence of clutter and receiver noises is formulated in terms of hypothesis testing, i.e., Hypothesis HI: y ( j ) = s ( j ) + c ( j ) + w ( j ) , j = l -N + l;..
, I
(2. la)
where { y ( j ) } is the complex baseband signal from the lth rangeazimuth cell of a surveillance radar, { s ( j ) } is a target process, { c( j ) } is usually a non-Gaussian clutter process, and { w ( j ) } is a white-Gaussian noise process. The data record { y ( j ) , j = 1 -N + 1, . . . , Z} is obtained by sampling the N consecutive radar returns from a specific range ring as the radar scans across the Zth azimuth cell. N is the number of pulses illuminating the rangeazimuth cell of interest.
By using the chain rule, the likelihood ratio of the hypotheses testing becomes Hypothesis Ho: y ( j ) = c ( j ) + w ( j ) , Manuscript received November 8, 1989;  illustrates an IBDA operation by calculating the "one pulse information" and using shift registers to sum up N terms.
The kernel of the IBDA shown in Fig. 1 xk + 1 = xk + U; y; = c;xk + wk.
(2.4)
The dimension of state vector xk is n X 1 . The observation y; is the current received data and is a scalar. The dimension of coeffi- So (2.6) and (2.7) with the iterations from 1 to k are combined to give the following formulation:
The least squares solution of (2.1 1) can be computed from the orthogonal transform composed of a sequence of Givens rotations 
The innovation process 9 required in (2.2) is derived as 19) The matrix inverse operation should be removed to improve its numerical properties. The rows of matrix Qk + l can be separated into two groups labeled by Sk + and z k + i.e., -S;
wherec, = c o s 4 = I h l / J l h l ' + I k I 2 a n d s , = s i n 4 = ( k * / h * ) cos 4, it can be proved that qr is the multiplication of all the sequent c , '~ of the elementary Givens rotations which are used to eliminate the elements in matrix ck+ I in (2.13) [18] , i.e.,
(2.20)
where Qk + I is a (2n + l)-by-(2n + 1) matrix, s k + I is a 2n-by-(2n + 1) matrix, and zk + I is a l-by-(2n + 1) matrix. z k + can be expressed as
Combining (2.20) and (2.18), we get
. rk+, ' ,VI c;.
To summarize, this algorithm consists of three parts: i) the preprocessing which includes the Cholesky decompositions of the matrix V i ' and scalar w,' in (2.5); ii) the orthogonal transformation in (2.13) for each iteration; and iii) the postprocessing in (2.21). -LF+ I is as follows. For i = n, n -1, * * . , 1, an element in the ith row of -Lk+ I can be set to be zero by using the sth row of altered R k to eliminate the sth element of the ith row of altered -LF+ I; this must be done in the sequence s = 1 , 2 , . * * , n. The progress can be demonstrated schematically in the case of n = 3 as shown in Fig. 2 . It is interesting that if the reduction for the rows of matrix -L f + proceeds in such a reverse order, matrix LF+ will reserve its triangular form in the elimination process and finally become Rk + I.
For the preprocessing, it is sometimes assumed that the statistics of state noise { v i ) and measurement noise { w ; ) in the IBDA are obtained beforehand. As a result, we can determine the required values for matrix Lk and 2;. Hence the desired computations in the preprocessing will be just the multiplication of Ci by a scalar 2: in (2.10), i.e., n multiplications. Examining next the orthogonal transformation in (2.13) with the progress in Fig. 2 , the number of rotations taken is [n3/3 + 3n2 + 2 n / 3 + I]. One standard rotation requires 4 multiplications each, while it is possible to compute stable two-or three-multiplication rotations 1131 with some added overhead. Assuming X multiplications for one rotation in general cases, the complete rotations can be camed out in [X(n3/3 + 3n2 + 2n/3 + l)] multiplications. The postprocessing is composed of (n + 1) multiplications. The total multiplications for the algorithm are {n + [X(n3/3 + 3n2 + 2 n / 3 + I)] + (n + I)}.
Compared with the computational complexity 0 ( p n 3 ) (where p is much greater than one) in the conventional Kalman filter [2] and the square-root algorithms [3], the proposed algorithm has greatly simplified computational complexity.
Three considerations in the derivation process have manifested the superiority of the algorithm in numerical properties. First, the derivation process using (2.11) was shown to be a kind of squareroot information Kalman filter [12], which does not have the difficulty of assuring the positive semidefinite of the covariance matrix in the computing process [3]. Second, the algorithm avoids the need of matrix inverse, which is a numerically unstable operation but necessary in the conventional Kalman filter and other squareroot algorithms. Third, the limited dynamic range in Givens rotations [ 151 assures low quantization errors in the computing process.
VLSI ARRAY REALIZATION
A. The VLSI Array for the IBDA Adopting Givens rotations for (2.13), the geometrical representation of the computing algorithm (called a dependence graph or DG [IO], [14] ) can be constructed as in Fig. 3 with n = 2 . The functions of the nodes in Fig. 3 are illustrated in Fig. 4(b) . In Fig.  3 , the nodes mean the operations to be executed. The data 2 in matrices -Lk + I , Lk + I, c k + I , and yk + flow into the DG in k direction, and the resultant data in matrices R k + I and 6, go out from the upper part of the DG and reenter the DG along i direction for the next iteration. We label the nodes of different patterns for different kinds of operations. A directed arc denotes the data dependence between two nodes; that is, the computed result from one node should be sent along the arc for operating in another node. The relative positions of the nodes in the DG can be captured from the associated indexes in a Cartesian coordinate labeled in Fig. 3 . From the geometrical representation of an algorithm, the computational complexity of (2.13) can be figured out immediately. In the graph, the number of nodes is [n3/3 + 3n2 + 2 n / 3 + 11 which is consistent with the number of rotations given in Section 11.
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To embed the postprocessing of (2.21) into the DG in Fig. 3 , we modify (2.13) as Such a representation changes the computational sequence and the topology of the final array but will not change the correctness of the final data because the coefficients c, and s, in (2.19) are just obtained from the first n columns of (2.13). The final DG representing the computations of (3.1) and (2.21) is shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 shows that the data Ilk + I and rk + I are sent in the locally connected links for the multiplications in the white nodes. If (2.13) instead of (3.1) is used, nonlocally connected links should result and some delay elements in the final array will be needed additionally. Fig. 5 illustrates a 3-dimensional DG using four 2-dimensional layers with the filter length being three. Given a DG, the design issues are how to schedule the execution time for the nodes in the graph and how to design a suitable array to realize maximum parallelism. 1 : Fig. 5 , we assign all the nodes along the same line in direction j , i.e., vector [0 1 O]', executed by a processing element (PE). Such assignment is a linear transformation from 3-dimensional space to 2-dimensional space and was shown to be efficient in the systematic design methods for VLSI_arrays [14]. The designed array is illustrated in Fig. 6 . Direction j is adopted because it induces the minimal number of PE's among all directions. In the graph, Rk + I and 6, + I are generated in the upward links and reenter the array from the left input links for the next iteration. In Fig. 6(a) , the "data reordering" is used to exchange the output sequence of the data in matrix R and vector B so that the required sequence in the next iteration is satisfied. In Fig. 6 , tag control [16] is a one-bit data flow signal which is used to indicate PE's executing either the functions of the shaded nodes or those of the gray nodes. The execution time to annihilate the elements in -Lf+ I and Ck + I and generate R, + I and 6, + I is shown in the layer with i = 1 , k = 1, 2, and (d) the layer with i = 0 , k = 2. Fig. 7 , where all the elements in matrices -LF+ I , Ck + I , bk+ 1, L f + , are manipulated at the times labeled in the table entries. Attentive readers may find that the computational progression in Fig.  2 is not coincident with the execution time in Fig. 7 . The concept is, however, that a DG can be constructed from a computational progression, but the designed arrays will not necessarily follow the sequence of the progression. The array in Fig. 6 is designed from the DG constructed from the progression in Fig. 2 . Since the DG captures the data dependence of the progression instead of its sequence, the computing sequence of the designed array retains the data dependence instead of its sequence. The designed systolic ar- computational complexity in step 1 and replace (2.15) by (2.21) to avoid unstable computation. Concerning the orthogonal transformation in step 2 , we adopt the computational process in Section I1
to capture the sparseness of the matrice in (2.13) and reduce the computational complexity. Also, some structural difference between (2.13) and that of the orthogonal transformation in [I21 can be found. The differences are deliberately constituted from the derivation process to induce the high computing spe_eds of the presented array. In addition, the projection direction j , which is dif- 
33.3%
performance is summarized in Table I . Obviously, the array in Fig.   6 outperforms others in the iteration time, the number of PE's, and the average PE utilization. The average PE utilization is computed from . 100% no. of rotations (no. of PE's) (iteration time) 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this correspondence, we derive an adaptive algorithm for MTD based on the following considerations: IBDA applications, computational complexity, numerical properties, and the feasible computing parallelism in VLSI arrays. A DG is presented for this algorithm. Based on the DG, a systolic array is designed with the ments being [l / 2 ( n 2 + 3n)l.
Simple Computational Methods of the AP Algorithm for Maximum Likelihood Localization of Multiple Radiating Sources
Seong Keun Oh and Chong Kwan Un iteration time being (2n + l ) and the number Of processing Abstraet-In this correspondence, we present two simple computational algorithms of the alternating projection (AP) algorithm, which is an iterative algorithm for computing efficiently the deterministic maximum likelihood (ML) estimator of the locations of multiple sources in passive sensor arrays. One is a recursive projection (RP) algorithm that utilizes the projection matrix updating formula, and the other is a maximum eigenvector approximation (MEA) algorithm that approximates the Hermitian maximization problem in every iteration to a
